A neurophysiological approach to brainstem reflexes. Blink reflex.
The blink reflex (BR) is a generalised phenomenon in mammals. Its teleological protective eye function is perhaps the reason why the BR can be provoked by a multitude of stimuli. As corneal and glabellar reflexes, BR has an inveterate use in the neurological exploration. Some of its physiopathological aspects were discussed more than 100 years ago, and soon half a century will have passed since the first electrophysiological study was published. This review focuses on the BR elicited by the electrical stimulation of the trigeminal supraorbital nerve, a controlled and reliable model in clinical neurophysiology. The electrically elicited BR is an exteroceptive-nociceptive reflex recorded on the orbicularis oculi muscle and formed by three components: the two principal ones, R1 and R2, of well-known characteristics, and a third, R3, of increasing interest, to which there is wide mention. The trigeminal afferent limb reaches the facial efferent one by means of a long and quite complex central pathway located at the brainstem bulbopontine level. The anatomical substrate and criteria of the rich topographical lesional semiology of the BR are established. The importance of the suprasegmental influences upon the reflex, coming mainly from the cerebral cortex and basal ganglia, as well as the impairment caused by their damage, will be emphasised. Special attention is paid to the relationship between the reflex and the dopaminergic system, and the consequences of its derangement. The methods of habituation and suppression-recovery of the BR are extensively and critically reviewed. These methods measure its excitability and serve in practice for the pathophysiological study of numerous diseases. The relationship of the BR with the spontaneous blinking is considered, and the existence of a primary inhibitory reflex on levator palpebrae muscles, previous to the active reflex response of the orbicularis, is proposed. The electrophysiological characteristics of the glabellar reflex, the corneal reflex, the acoustic, photic and somatosensory provoked BR, the ontogeny, and some of the common factors influencing the reflex, such as sleep, are also discussed. The strategic position of the neural structures of the BR, in an area involved in the gating of the various sensory-motor systems and the relative ease to its evaluation with common methodology used in clinical neurophysiology, makes the BR an essential tool for the diagnosis and pathophysiological insight into an important number of human neurological disorders.